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PASTE COATING APPARATUS

[Abstract]

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To facilitate the data setting for forming a paste

20 pattern of a prescribed shape.

SOLUTION: For example, when four paste patterns P1-P4 applied and drawn on a

substrate 22 have a pattern of have a, data (the coordinate position data of a

basic pattern or vector data obtained by converting the segment data of the basic

pattern) defining the basic pattern common to the paste patterns P1-P4 are set
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and pattern data for applying and drawing the paste patterns P1-P4 are generated

from t he data. In such a case, the data of a single basic pattern can be made the

data of the paste patterns P1-P4 because the patterns have the same shape.

However, the coating condition, or the like, has to be corrected at need because

5 the applying and drawing positions of the paste patterns P1-P4 on the substrate

23 are different.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1]

A paste coating apparatus in which a substrate is laid on a table in an

5 opposing manner to a discharge outlet of a nozzle, and paste filled in a paste

container box is discharged on the substrate from the discharge outlet of the

nozzle while varying a relative positional relationship between the substrate and

the nozzle in a direction parallel to the principle surface of the substrate

according to set pattern data, whereby a paste pattern of a predetermined shape

10 depending upon the pattern data is coated and patterned on the substrate, the

paste coating apparatus comprising:

first setting means that sets data which define a basis pattern of the paste

pattern to be coated and patterned;

second setting means that sets the data set in the first setting means as

15 pattern data of a plurality of paste patterns that will be coated and patterned on

the same substrate;

third setting means that sets a coating condition of every paste pattern to

be coated and patterned, and allowing the coating condition to be modified; and

fourth setting means that sets a positional relationship in the substrate of a

20 plurality of the paste patterns in which the pattern data are set in the second

means,

wherein the plurality of the paste patterns is coated and patterned

according to the positional relationship set in the fourth means, by coating the
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paste according to a trace depending upon the pattern data on the substrate

based on the coating condition.

[Claim 2]

The paste coating apparatus according to Claim 1, wherein the basis

5 pattern consists of a plurality of base patterns, and the first setting means sets

data that defines the base patterns every base pattern.

[Claim3]

The paste coating apparatus according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the data set

in the first setting means are expressed into a coordinate location of a point on

10 the basis pattern or a vector on coordinates of a segment of a line constituting

the basis pattern.
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[Title of the Invention]

Paste Coating Apparatus

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

5 [Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a paste coating apparatus, and more

particularly, to setting of pattern data for coating a paste pattern having a

predetermined shape by discharging paste from a nozzle on the principle surface

of a substrate laid on a table.
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[Description of the Prior Art]

In the paste coating apparatus, a paste pattern having a predetermined

shape is formed on a substrate by changing a relative positional relationship

between the substrate and a nozzle in a direction parallel to the principle surface

15 of the substrate, while discharging paste filled in a paste container box from a

discharge outlet of the nozzle on the substrate.

Conventionally, in setting pattern data indicating the relative positional

relationship between substrate and the nozzle in a direction parallel to the

principle surface of the substrate, coordinates of a relative motion path between

20 the substrate and the nozzle are input every paste pattern.

Furthermore, a relative moving speed (hereinafter, referred to as "coating

velocity") or a relative distance (hereinafter, referred to as "coating height"),

between the nozzle and the substrate, the pressure applied to the paste container
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box (hereinafter, referred to as "coating pressure"), and the like as a coating

condition, are set every paste pattern.

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]

5 In the conventional paste coating apparatus, the shape or coating velocity,

the coating height, the coating pressure, etc. are shown in each paste pattern. In

the case where a plurality of patterns having the same shape and the same

coating condition is formed on a sheet of a substrate, data have to be input as

many as the pattern number. This makes a user inconvenient in inputting data.

10 Further, since one paste pattern has one coating condition (one coating

velocity, one coating height, one coating pressure, etc.), it was difficult to set data

for changing the coating condition (the coating velocity, the coating height, the

coating pressure, etc.) in the middle of one paste pattern.

Accordingly, the present invention has been made in view of the above

15 problems, and it is an object of the present invention to provide a paste coating

apparatus which facilitates setting of pattern data for forming a paste pattern

having a predetermined shape.

[Means for Solving the Problem]

20 To achieve the above object, according to the present invention, there is

provided a paste coating apparatus in which a substrate is laid on a table in an

opposite way to a discharge outlet of a nozzle, and paste filled in a paste

container box is discharged on the substrate from the discharge outlet of the

nozzle while varying a relative positional relationship between the substrate and

25 the nozzle in a direction parallel to the principle surface of the substrate
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according to set pattern data, whereby a paste pattern of a predetermined shape

depending upon the pattern data is coated and patterned on the substrate. The

paste coating apparatus includes first setting means that sets data which define a

basis pattern of the paste pattern to be coated and patterned, second setting

5 means that sets the data set in the first setting means as pattern data of a

plurality of paste patterns that will be coated and patterned on the same substrate,

third setting means that sets a coating condition every paste pattern to be

coated and patterned, and allowing the coating condition to be modified, and

fourth setting means that sets a positional relationship in the substrate of a

10 plurality of the paste patterns in which the pattern data are set in the second

means. In this case, the plurality of the paste patterns is coated and patterned

according to the positional relationship set in the fourth means, by coating the

paste according to a trace depending upon the pattern data on the substrate

based on the coating condition.
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[Embodiment of the Invention]

The present invention will now be described in detail in connection with

preferred embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a view showing the construction of a paste coating apparatus

20 according to an embodiment of the present invention. In Fig. 1, reference

numeral 1 indicates a stand, 2a and 2b indicate substrate return conveyers, 3

indicates a support pole, 4 indicates a substrate adsorption plate, 5 indicates a

9 -axis movement table, 6a and 6b indicate X-axis movement tables, 7 indicates a

Y-axis movement table, 8a and 8b indicate servomotors, 9 indicates a Z-axis

25 movement table, 10 indicates a servomotor, 11 indicates a ball screw, 12



indicates a servomotor, 13 indicates a paste container box (syringe) having a

nozzle at its front end, 14 indicates a telemeter, 15 indicates a support plate, 16a

and 16b indicate image recognition cameras, 17 indicates a controller. All of

which constitute the body M of the apparatus. 18 indicates a monitor, 19

5 indicates a keyboard, 20 indicates a PC body having an external storage unit, 21a

arid 21b indicate cables, 22 indicates a glass substrate and 23 is a printer.

In Fig. 1, two substrate return conveyers 2a and 2b are disposed on the

stand 1 so that they are parallel to each other in the X-axis direction and can

ascend and descend. The substrate return conveyers 2a and 2b return a

10 substrate (not shown) from the inside to the front in the drawing, i.e., in a parallel

manner in the X-axis direction. Further, the support pole 3 is disposed on the

stand 1. The substrate adsorption plate 4 is disposed on the support pole 3 with

the G -axis movement table 5 therebetween. The substrate 22 that is returned by

the substrate return conveyers 2a and 2b is mounted on the substrate adsorption

15 plate 4 and adsorbed thereto. The 0 -axis movement table 5 serves to rotate the

substrate adsorption plate 4 in the 8 direction being Z axis rotation.

Furthermore, the X-axis movement tables 6a and 6b are disposed on the

stand 1 parallel to the X axis at an outer side than the substrate return conveyers

2a and 2b. The Y-axis movement table 7 is disposed across the X-axis movement

20 tables 6a and 6b. The Y-axis movement table 7 returns in a parallel manner in the

X-axis direction according to rotation of forward rotation or backward rotation

(forward and backward rotation) of the servomotors 8a and 8b disposed in the X-

axis movement tables 6a and 6b.

The Z-axis movement table 9 that moves in the Y-axis direction as the ball

25 screw 11 rotates in the forward and backward rotation directions according to the



driving of the servomotor 10 is disposed on the Y-axis movement table 7. The

support plate 15 that supports and fixes the paste container box 13 or the

telemeter part 14 is disposed on the Z-axis movement table 9. The servomotor 12

serves to the paste container box 13 or the telemeter part 14 in the Z-axis

5 direction through a movable part of a linear guide (not shown) disposed on the

support plate 15.

The paste container box 13 is mounted in the movable part of the linear

guide in such a way to be detached from the movable part. Further, the image

recognition cameras 16a and 16b for positioning, etc. of a substrate (not shown)

10 are disposed upwardly on a ceiling plate of the stand 1.

The controller 17 that controls the servomotors 8a, 8b, 10, 12 and 24, a

servomotor (not shown) for driving the 0 -axis movement table 5, etc. is disposed

within the stand 1. The controller 17 is connected to the monitor 18 or the

keyboard 19 and the PC body 20 through the cable 21a. Data to be processed in

15 the controller 17 are input from the keyboard 19, and an image captured by the

image recognition cameras 16a and 16b or a processing situation in the controller

17 is displayed on the monitor 18.

Furthermore, information such as operation condition data such as coating

shape data and coating condition data, which are input from the keyboard 19, and

20 production management data such as production number that is transmitted from

an external apparatus (not shown) is supplied to the PC body 20. In the PC body

20, this information is stored in an internal storage unit such as RAM or a built-in

hard disk and an external storage medium such as floppy disk. Further,

predetermined information is read from the storage media, according to a

25 command by an operator, and then printed by the printer 23.



Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the construction of the controller 17, an

air pressure controller of the paste container box 13 and the substrate controller

22 shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, 13a indicates the nozzle of the paste container box

13, 17a indicates a microcomputer, 17b indicates a motor controller, 17c1 and

17c2 indicate X1 and X2-axis drivers, 17d indicates a Y-axis driver, 17e indicates a

0 -axis driver, 17f indicates a Z-axis driver, 17g indicates a data communication

bus, 17h indicates an external interface, 24 indicates a servomotor that drives the

0 -axis movement table 5 (Fig. 1), 25 to 29 indicate encoders, 30 indicates a

positive pressure source, 30a indicates a positive pressure regulator, 31 indicates

a negative pressure source, 31a indicates a negative pressure regulator and 32

indicates a valve unit. Like reference numerals are used to identify the same or

similar parts as those of Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2, the controller 17 has the microcomputer 17a or the motor

controller 17b, the X-, Y-, Z- and 0 -axis drivers 17c1 to 17f, an image processing

apparatus 17i that processes image signals obtained from the image recognition

cameras 16a and 16b, and the external interface 17h that performs signal

transmission together with the keyboard 19, etc. build in. The controller 17

further includes a driving control system of the substrate return conveyers 2a

and 2b, which is not shown.

Further, the microcomputer 17a includes a main operation unit (not shown)

or a ROM that stores a processing program for performing coating patterning of

paste, which will be described later, a RAM that stores processing results in the

main operation unit or input data from the external interface 17h and the motor

controller 17b, an I/O unit that exchanges data with the external interface 17h or

the motor controller 17b, and the like.
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Each of the servomotors 8a, 8b, 10, 12 and 24 has the encoders 25 to 29,

respectively. The servomotors 8a, 8b, 10, 12 and 24 perform positional control by

returning the detection results to the X-, Y-, Z- and 9 -axis drivers 17c1 to 17f.

A processing flow program for performing coating patterning of paste to be

described later, which is stored in a ROM of the microcomputer 17a, can be

modified through the cable 21a from the PC body 20, if needed. Furthermore, the

processing flow program can be modified from a network (not shown) to which

the PC body 20 is connected. However, the program body can be hidden so that

it is not erroneously modified.

The substrate 22 is vacuum-adsorbed to the substrate adsorption plate

4(Fig. 1) by means of a partial pressure distributed from the negative pressure

source 31. If the servomotors 8a, 8b and 10 rotate in a forward or backward

direction on the basis of data that are input from the keyboard 19 and then stored

in the RAM of the microcomputer 17a, the Z-axis movement table 9 moves in the

X- and Y-axis direction. Accordingly, the nozzle 13a of the paste container box 13

mounted in the Z-axis movement table 9 is kept from the substrate 22 with a

predetermined distance therebetween in the Z-axis direction, and moves in X- and

Y-axis direction. The motion trace in a plane (XY plane) parallel to the principle

surface of the substrate 22 of the nozzle 13a is decided by the data. During the

movement, as the microcomputer 17a controls the valve unit 32, some air

pressure is applied from the positive pressure source 30 to the paste container

box 13 through the positive pressure regulator 30a and the valve unit 32. Thus,

paste is discharged from the discharge outlet of the front-end portion of the

nozzle 13a and is then coated on the substrate 22 in a desired pattern.
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While the Z-axis movement table 9 moves in a parallel way to the X and Y-

axis direction, the telemeter 14 measures a distance (coating height) between the

paste discharge outlet of the nozzle 13a and the substrate 22, and the servomotor

12 is controlled by the Z-axis driver 17f in such a way that the distance always

5 keeps constant.

Further, in a standby state where the paste is not coated, since the

microcomputer 17a controls the valve unit 32, the negative pressure source 31

communicates with the paste container box 13 through the negative pressure

regulator 31a and the valve unit 32, and the paste discharged from the paste

10 discharge outlet of the nozzle 13a is retuned to the paste container box 13. It is

thus possible to prevent paste from leaking from the discharge outlet. Further,

the paste discharge outlet of the nozzle 13a is monitored by an image recognition

camera (not shown). Thus, only when leakage is generated, the negative

pressure source 31 can communicate with the paste container box 13.

15 Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the entire process of a paste coating

(patterning) process of the embodiment shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 3, if power of the PC body 20 connected to the paste coating

apparatus is applied (Step 100), a paste pattern data setting process is executed

(Step 200).

20 One or more paste patterns are coated on a substrate (hereinafter, referred

to as "real substrate") 22 being the subject of a target paste pattern. In the paste

pattern data setting process (Step 200), a variety of data, such as data every paste

pattern (hereinafter, referred to as "paste pattern data") or position data of the real

substrate 22, a relative speed between the real substrate 22 and the nozzle 13a

25 when the paste is actually coated on the real substrate 22 (this is referred to as



"coating velocity", and more particularly, the coating velocity in this case is

referred to as "initial setting coating velocity"), the height of the paste discharge

outlet of the nozzle 13a from a surface of the substrate 22 (this is referred to as

"coating height", and more particularly, the coating height in this case is referred

5 to as "initial setting coating height"), the pressure applied to the paste container

box 13 (this is referred to as "coating pressure", and more particularly, the

coating pressure in this case is referred to as "initial setting coating pressure"),

which decide the paste discharge amount from the nozzle 13a are set. The input

of these data is performed through the keyboard 19 (Fig. 1), and the input data are

10 stored in the RAM within the PC body 20.

Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a detailed example of the paste pattern data

setting process (Step 200). In this case, a case where paste of eight paste

patterns 23a to 23h having the shape shown in Fig. 5 is coated on the real

substrate 22 will be described. However, the four paste patterns 23a, 23c, 23e and

15 23g have the same shape, size and dimension. These patterns are called the

pattern of the same shape. Furthermore, the other four paste patterns 23b, 23d,

23f and 23h have the same shape. Further, the paste patterns 23a and 23b form a

pair to form a paste pattern P1, the paste patterns 23c and 23d form a pair to form

a paste pattern P2, the paste patterns 23e and 23f form a pair to form a paste

20 pattern P3, and the paste patterns 23g and 23h form a pair to form a paste pattern

P4.

Accordingly, these paste patterns P1 to P4 have the same shape, and the

basis pattern BP is shown in Fig. 6. At this time, the basis pattern BP consists of

the two base patterns BP1 and BP2, which can be drawn once. The base pattern

25 BP1 is a basis pattern of the paste patterns 23a, 23c, 23e and 23g of Fig. 5, and
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the base pattern BP2 is a basis pattern of the paste patterns 23b, 23d, 23f and 23h

of Fig. 5 (R>5).

In the base data setting process (Step 201) of Fig. 4, the basis pattern BP

shown in Fig. 6 of the paste patterns P1 to P4 that will be actually formed is first

5 written, and data of the basis pattern BP is set (input). Before data of the basis

pattern BP are set, a user writes a registration item table MDT regarding these

patterns shown in Fig. 7 since he or she knows the paste patterns P1 to P4 or

their basis pattern BP that will be coated on the real substrate 22. Data registered

with the registration item table MDT are the paste patterns P1 to P4 shown in Fig.

10 5. If taking the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6 as an example, rthe number of

patterns j is the number of paste patterns coated on the real substrate 22. In this

case, since the paste patterns P1 to P4 is four, the number of patterns is 4.
rThe

number of base dataj is the number of base patterns constituting each of the

paste patterns P1 to P4, i.e., the number of the base patterns constituting the

15 basis pattern BP. In this case, the number of base data is two since it is the base

patterns BP1 and BP2. rThe number of vectors j is vector of a straight portion

constituting the basis pattern BP, as will be described later, and is the number of

vectors (i.e., the number of straight portions). The number of vectors is set in

each of the base patterns BP1 and BP2 of the basis pattern BP. Further, the

20 number of base data is allocated to each of the base patterns of the basis pattern

BP. In case of Fig. 6, the number of base data 1 and 2 is allocated to the base

patterns BP1 and BP2 of the basis pattern BP, respectively. The number of

vectors of rthe number of base data 1 j from the number of straight portions is 7,

and the number of vectors of rthe number of base data 2 j is 3.

25 Furthermore, as the registration item table MDT is set, a vector data table



MVDT shown in Fig. 8 is prepared by means of the microcomputer 17a(Fig. 2).

the vector data table MVDT is prepared every pattern coated on the real substrate

22 on the basis of data of the registration item table MDT. In this case, a pattern

to be coated on the real substrate 22 is decided based on r the number of

5 patterns j and rthe number of base dataj from the registration item table MDT.

Accordingly, a prepared vector data table MVDT is decided. In case of Figs. 5 and

6, since rthe number of patternsj in the registration item table MDT is 4 and

rthe number of base dataj is 2, the number of patterns coated on the real

substrate 22 becomes 8 (=4x2). Eight vector data tables MVDT are prepared, and

10 every two of them are allocated to each of the paste patterns P1, P2, P3 and P4.

Further, among the two vector data tables MVDT allocated to each of the paste

patterns, one of the two vector data tables MVDT is allocated to base data BD1 of

the base pattern BP1 of one of the basis patterns BP, and the other of the two

vector data tables MVDT is allocated to the base data BD2 of the base pattern BP2

15 of the other of the basis patterns BP. In this case, the vector data table MVDT of

the base data BD1 corresponds to the number of base data 1 in the registration

item table MDT, and the vector data table MVDT of the base data BD2 corresponds

to the number of base data 2 in the registration item table MDT.

Further, items regarding allocated patterns are set in each vector data

20 tables MVDT. That is, a storage unit that stores data of ra x componentj or ra

y componentj of vector, a storage unit that stores the dimension of a corner (the

radius of curvature) r of a base pattern, or a storage unit that stores data of a

coating condition (a setting coating velocity, a setting coating pressure and a

setting coating height) is disposed every vector number to be described later.

25 The number of vectors is decided as rthe number of vectors j of rthe number



of base dataj in the registration item table MDT every vector data table MVDT.

Further, since the dimension of the corner r or the coating condition can be

decided in advance, they are input after the vector data table MVDT is prepared.

As such, if the registration item table MDT is set, each vector data table

5 MVDT is automatically prepared. In the real substrate 22 shown in Fig. 5, base

data regarding the paste patterns P1 to P4 for coating patterning are set (Step

201). In this case, the base data are not set every paste patterns P1 to P4, but

base data regarding the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6 of the paste patterns P1

to P4 are set.

10 At this time, in the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6, it is assumed that GO

is a starting point, and the ends of each of the base patterns BP1 and BP2 for the

starting point GO and a location of each curved portion (corresponding to the

corner of the paste patterns P1 to P4 of Fig. 5) are points A1, A2, A3,
,
A8, and

points B1, B2, B3, B4 sequentially from these ends. Further, in the case where

15 paste is coated, in the base pattern BP1, the location A1 is set to the coating start

point and the location A8 is set to the coating end point. Moreover, in the base

pattern BP2, the location B1 is set to the coating start point and the location B4 is

set to the coating end point.

In data (base data) of the basis pattern BP, when GO is the starting point,

20 the points A1 to A8 are directly designated in positional coordinates of An(xan,

yan). Further, the locations Bl to B4 are directly designated in positional

coordinates of Bm(xbm, ybm). In the case of Fig. 6, however, n=1, 2, ,8, m=1,

2, 3, 4. At this time, in the case of the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6, positional

coordinate data of each of the points A1 to A8, B1 to B4 are A1(xa1, ya1), A2(xa2,

25 ya2), A3(xa3, ya3), , A8(xa8, ya8), the points B1(xb1, yb1), B2(xb2, yb2),



B3(xb3, yb3), B4(xb4, yb4).

Furthermore, if a pattern is complicated, the positional variables n and m

are extended, or the number of the base patterns increases.

These positional coordinate data are registered with the positional

5 coordinate data table BDT provided in the RAM built in the PC body 20 (Fig. 1

R>1), corresponding to the points A1 to A8 and the points B1 to B4 (the first

setting means). Fig. 9 shows a detailed example of the table. Fig. 9(a) shows a

positional coordinate data table BDT1 of the base pattern BP1, and Fig. 9 (b)

shows the positional coordinate data table BDT2 of the base pattern BP2.

10 The above process is the base data setting process (step 201) in Fig. 4. If

this process is finished, the process proceeds to a relative vector conversion

process (step 202) in which the straight portion (a segment of a line) of each of

the base patterns BP1 and BP2 is expressed into a vector having a direction and

size (length).

15 The basis pattern BP is shown as the base patterns BP1 and BP2 in which

the straight line is basic, as shown in Fig. 6. By vectoring a segment of a line (the

straight portion) between the positional coordinates, it can be expressed into a

direction along which paste of the segment of the line is coated and a distance

thereof. As such, a process of converting the segment of the line of the basis

20 pattern BP into vector based on data of the positional coordinate data table BDT

shown in Fig. 9 is the relative vector conversion process (step 202). This process

will be below described.

Vector numbers a1, a2 an-1 (in Fig. 6, n=8) are sequentially set to

vectors that set the segment of the line between locations A1-A2 and between

25 A2-A3,..., of the base pattern BP1 shown in Fig. 6. A vector component, i.e., the



amount of the vector (a distance between positional coordinates), a component

(the x component) A xi of a X-axis direction and a component (the y component)

Ayi (where, i=1, 2, n-1) of a Y-axis direction are found based on positional

coordinate data of the positional coordinate data table BDT1 shown in Fig. 9(a)

every vector number. For example, the vector component for the segment of the

line between A1-A2 is A x1=xa2-xa1 A y1=ya2-ya1. As such, the vector

components (A xi, A yi) every vector number ai, which are obtained for the base

pattern BP1, are registered with the vector data table VDT1 shown in Fig. 10(a).

In the same manner, regarding the base pattern BP2 shown in Fig. 6, vector

numbers b1, b2 bm-1 (in Fig. 6, m=4) are sequentially set to vectors that set

the segment of the liens between B1-B2, B2-B3,... The vector components A xj ad

A yj (where, j=1, 2, ,
m-1) are found every vector number based on positional

coordinate data of the positional coordinate data table BDT2 shown in Fig. 9(b).

As such, the vector components (A xj, A yj) every vector number bj, which are

obtained for the base pattern BP2, are registered with the vector data table VDT2

shown in Fig. 10(b).

The above process is the relative vector conversion process (step 202) in

Fig. 4. This process is performed after it is determined whether the base data

have been set and registered (step 203). This determination is automatically

performed base on data of the registration item table MDT shown in Fig. 7. That

is, "the number of base data" is 2 in the registration item table MDT. As shown in

Fig. 10, the two vector data tables VDT are written. It is determined whether the

number of vectors becomes "the number of vectors"=7, which is set in the

registration item table MDT, in the vector data table VDT1 (Fig. 10(a)) for "the

number of base data 1", and the number of vectors becomes "the number of

18



vectors"=3, which is set in the registration item table MDT, in the vector data table

VDT1(Fig. 10(b)) for "the number of base data 2". If the two conditions are

fulfilled, it is determined that registration of the base data is finished. If there is

error in the number of base data input in setting of the base data (step 201) or one

5 of the vector data tables VDT1 and VDT2 is not fulfilled, the base data are not

registered, and the process returns to step 201. In this case, positional

coordinate data in the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6 are input as base data

again, and the positional coordinate data table BDT shown in Fig. 9 is set.

Furthermore, in Fig. 4, the steps 201 to 203 are sequentially performed on

10 the base patterns BP1 and BP2. Accordingly, the steps 201 to 203 are repeatedly

performed as many as the number as the number of the base patterns (i.e., 2).

Whether the registration of the base data has been finished is conformed in each

of the base patterns BP1 and BP2 in the step 203. The base data setting process

(step 201) is performed on the entire base patterns. The positional coordinate

15 data tables BDT of the entire base patterns are written. The step 202 is performed

on each of the positional coordinate data tables BDT. The vector data table VDT

is written in order of the base patterns. In this case, after the vector data table

VDT of all the base patterns is written, the confirmation process of the step 203 is

performed.

20 Furthermore, the vector data table VDT shown in Fig. 10 is written based on

data of the positional coordinate data table BDT shown in Fig. 9. A vector

component for each segment of a line is obtained from the base pattern of the

reference pattern BP. The vector component can be directly input on the vector

data tables VDT1 and VDT2.

25 As such, if the base data registration confirmation process (step 203) is



finished, the vector data table VDT having the same number as the number of the

base patterns is registered with the RAM of the PC 20. As soon as such

registration is confirmed, the vector components(A xi, A yi) of each of the vector

numbers of the vector data table VDT1 are written into the vector data table MVDT

5 for the base data BD1 of the pattern data P1 shown in Fig. 8, which are prepared,

as described above. The written vector components (A xi, A yi) are automatically

recognized in the vector data table MVDT for the base data BD1 of other paste

patterns P2, P3 and P4. By doing so, the vector components (A xj, A yj) of each

vector number of the vector data table VDT2 are written into the vector data table

10 MVDT for the base data BD2 of the pattern data P1 shown in Fig. 8. The written

vector components (A xj, A yj) are automatically recognized in the vector data

table MVDT for the base data BD2 of other paste patterns P2, P3 and P4.

Accordingly, the vector components (A xi, A yi) of each vector number of the

same vector data tables VDT1 are stored in the vector data table MVDT for the

15 base data BD1 of the paste patterns P1, P2, P3 and P4. The vector components

(A xj, A yj) of each vector number of the same vector data tables VDT2 are stored

in the vector data table MVDT for the base data BD2 of the paste patterns P1, P2,

P3 and P4.

Furthermore, data such as the dimension of a corner r or a coating

20 condition, which are previously set, are also stored in the vector data table MVDT

for BD1 of the paste pattern P1. The stored data are automatically recognized in

other vector data tables MVDT. Accordingly, data of the same dimension of a

corner r or the same coating condition are stored in all the vector data tables

MVDT.

25 Furthermore, in each of the paste patterns 23a to 23h shown in Fig. 5, a



connection unit of the straight portion, i.e., a corner (a portion corresponding to

the locations A2 to A7, B2, B3 in the basis pattern BP) is rounded. Therefore, no

only the corners are made smooth, but also variation in a relative position

between the nozzle 13a and the substrate 22 at this portion becomes smooth.

5 That is, mechanical vibration causing an abrupt speed change in the corner in the

paste patterns 23a to 23h is reduced, and the coating velocity can become fast

accordingly. Therefore, it is possible to not only improve the productivity, but

also to reduce generation of defective substrates due to defective shapes of a

paste pattern, which is caused by vibration.

10 Meanwhile, the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6 consists of only a straight

portion. In order to perform the rounding process of a predetermined radius r on

the corner of the paste patterns 23a to 23h that will be actually coated and

patterned in the real substrate 22, the dimension of the corner r data is input as

described above, and is registered with the vector data table MVDT, as shown in

15 Fig. 8. Accordingly, in the event that the paste patterns 23a to 23h are coated and

patterned in the real substrate 22 using the vector data table MVDT, the PC

body20 automatically connects the straight portion by the x component or the y

component of each vector to an overlapping location on the circumference of the

radius r by means of the dimension of the corner r data.

20 After the process is performed, a next process, i.e., a group data setting

process (step 204) is performed.

In this case, the paste patterns 23a and 23b constituting the paste pattern

P1 in Fig. 5 form one group (pair). In the same manner, the paste patterns 23c and

23d constituting the paste pattern P2, the paste patterns 23e and 23f constituting

25 the paste pattern P3, and the paste patterns 23g and 23h constituting the paste



pattern P4 form one group. The group data setting process (step 204) is to set

the data (i.e., group data) indicating a positional relationship between the paste

patterns constituting the group.

The base patterns BP1 and BP2 in the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6 are

5 set as group data for the paste patterns P1 to P4. Further, the group data

indicting the positional relationship between the base patterns BP1 and BP2 are

expressed into the relative positional relationship of the beginning of the base

patterns BP1 and BP2 for the starting point GO of the basis pattern BP

(corresponding to the coating start point of the paste pattern shown in Fig. 5) with

10 reference to Fig. 6.

The group data setting process (step 204) includes inputting and setting data

indicating the relative positional relationship. If the data are input, they are

registered with the relative positional relationship table BPRPT shown in Fig. 11,

which are set in the RAM of the PC body20 in a next group data registration

15 process (step 205).

In this case, in the relative positional relationship table BPRPT, "the

number of the base data BD1" indicates the base pattern BP1 in the basic data BP

of Fig. 6. "The relative position" Bx, By indicate the x component and the y

component (therefore, the relative positional relationship) of a distance between

20 the starting point GO in Fig. 6 and the beginning A1 of the base pattern BP1. In

the same manner, "the number of the base data BD2" indicates the base pattern

BP2 in the basic data BP of Fig. 6. "The relative positions" Bx, By indicate the x

component and the y component (therefore, the relative positional relationship)

of a distance between the starting point GO in Fig. 6 and the beginning B1 of the

25 base pattern BP2.



Furthermore, "the relative positions" Bx, By of "the number of the base

data BD1" indicate a relative positional relationship of two paste patterns

constituting the paste patterns P1 P
P2, P3 and P4 every paste patterns P1, P2, P3

and P4 in the real substrate 22 shown in Fig- 5. That is, "the relative positions"

5 Bx, By indicate a x component and a y component of a distance between central

locations (x1, y1) of the paste pattern P1 and a coating start point of the paste

pattern 23a in the paste pattern P1, a x component and a y component of a

distance between central locations (x2, y2) of the paste pattern P2 and a coating

start point of the paste pattern 23c in the paste pattern P2, a x component and a y

10 component of a distance between central locations (x3, y3) of the paste pattern P3

and a coating start point of the paste pattern 23e in the paste pattern P3, and a x

component and a y component of a distance between central locations (x4, y4) of

the paste pattern P4 and a coating start point of the paste pattern 23g in the paste

pattern P4, respectively.

15 In the same manner, "the relative positions" Bx, By of "the number of base

data BD2" indicate a x component and a y component of a distance between

central locations (x1, y1) of the paste pattern P1 and a coating start point of the

paste patterns 23b in the paste pattern P1, a x component and a y component of a

distance between central locations (x2, y2) of the paste pattern P2 and the coating

20 start point of the paste pattern 23d in the paste pattern P2, a x component and a y

component of a distance between central locations (x3, y3) of the paste pattern P3

and the coating start point of the paste pattern 23f in the paste pattern P3, and a x

component and a y component of a distance between central locations (x4, y4) of

the paste pattern P4 and the coating start point of the paste pattern 23h in the

25 paste pattern P4.



Whether these group data have been successfully registered or not is

determined depending upon whether the data have been registered every number

of base data BD1 and BD2 of the relative positional relationship table BPRPT (Fig.

11), and data of "the number of base data" of the registration item table MDT

5 shown in Fig. 7. In the case of the basis pattern BP shown in Fig. 6, since "the

number of base data" of the registration item table MDT is 2, if two group data are

registered with the relative positional relationship table BPRPT, it is determined

that registration of the group data is completed. If the remaining base patterns

for which setting of group data is not completed remain, the process of the steps

10 204 and 205 is repeated every base pattern in order to set and register group data

for the remaining base patterns.

If the group data registration process is finished, the process proceeds to

the pattern data setting process (step 207). This process includes defining the

positional relationship of the paste patterns P1, P2, P3 and P4 on the real

15 substrate 22. The positional relationship can be expressed into a relative

positional relationship between the starting point of the real substrate 22a and

the central location of the paste patterns P1, P2, P3 and P4.

The pattern data setting process (step 207) includes inputting and setting

data indicating a relative positional relationship (this will be referred to as

20 "pattern data"). If the data are input, they are registered with the relative

positional relationship the table MPRPT shown in Fig. 12, which is set in the RAM

of the PC body 20, in a next pattern data registration process (step 208).

In this case, in the relative positional relationship table MPRPT, "the pattern

numbers PI, P2, P3 and P4" are numbers allocated to the paste patterns P1, P2,

25 P3 and P4, respectively, in Fig. 5. The "relative positions" Px, Py indicate a x



component and a y components of a distance (therefore, a relative positional

relationship) between the starting point SBO of the real substrate in Fig. 5 (its

coordinate locations are (0, 0)) and the central locations (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3)

and (x4, y4) of the paste patterns P1
, P2, P3 and P4.

5 In a next pattern data registration end process (step 209), whether

registration of the pattern data has been successfully completed is determined

depending upon whether the pattern data have been registered every the pattern

numbers P1, P2, P3 and P4 if the relative positional relationship table MPRPT (Fig.

12), and using data of "the number of patterns" of the registration item table MDT

10 shown in Fig. 7 (R>7), which is previously set. If paste patterns that are coated

and patterned on the real substrate 22 are four paste patterns P1, P2, P3 and P4

shown in Fig. 5, it is determined that registration of the pattern data is completed

since "the number of patterns" of the registration item table MDT is 4 if the four

pattern data are registered with the relative positional relationship table MPRPT.

15 If the remaining paste patterns with which the pattern data are not registered exist,

the processes of the steps 207 and 208 are repeatedly performed on the paste

patterns in order to set and register the pattern data for the remaining coating

patterns.

By doing so, if the pattern data for the entire paste patterns are set and

20 registered (step 209), the process proceeds to a next entire data test registration

process (step 210). Data of each of the tables registered with the RAM of the PC

body 20 are made into text data that can be edited using a given text editor so

that these operation conditions can be reused in next operations. The data

stored in an external storage unit of the PC body 20 are then stored in a storage

25 media such as a floppy disk.



Furthermore, in the entire data test registration process (step 210), before

the data are stored as the text data, an obtained vector data table MVDT (Fig. 8) or

a relative positional relationship table BPRPT (Fig. 11 R>1) and MPRPT (Fig. 12)

are displayed on the monitor 18 (Fig. 1) so that registered contents can be

5 confirmed. In this case, if it is desired to change registered contents of a

predetermined paste pattern (e.g., the corner r of the dimension, a coating

condition, etc.), the registered contents can be modified by inputting desired data

using the keyboard 19 (Fig. 1).

Furthermore, if data are registered in steps 203, 206 and 209, the registered

10 data are displayed on the monitor 18 so that they can be confirmed. Further, the

registered data can be modified using the keyboard 19.

As described above, not only data of the obtained paste pattern can be

readily reused as data based, but also the shape of a paste pattern or a coating

condition that employ the base data can be modified in a batch mode by

15 modifying the base data. If it is desired to modify only a specific paste pattern,

data of the specific paste pattern can be readily modified by specifying and

changing a registration name of the base data.

Further, as such, operation data are stored in an additional storage media

separately from the RAM of the PC body 20. Paste pattern data registered with

20 the storage media can be confirmed and modified and next operation data can be

written, regardless of the state of an apparatus body M (during operation or stop).

Accordingly, the productivity in writing data can be improved, and paste pattern

data can be edited or an operating condition of the device body M can be

managed in a remote manner through a network (not shown).

25 Further, text data registered with the storage media such as the floppy disk



can be edited and the paste pattern data can be written. The data can be easily

written using application programs such as CAD application, table calculation

application and a database application in addition to a general-purpose word

processor.

5 In Fig. 3, if the paste pattern data setting process (step 200) is finished,

power is applied to the paste coating apparatus (step 300) and initial setting is

thus executed (step 400).

In the initial setting process (step 400), the Z-axis movement table 9 is

moved in the X and Y direction by driving the servomotors 8a, 8b and 10 and is

10 positioned at a predetermined reference location, in Fig. 1. The nozzle 13a (Fig.

12) is positioned at a predetermined starting point so that it is located at a

location where the paste discharge outlet begins discharging paste (i.e., a paste

coating start point).

Furthermore, a coating data transmission process between the PC body 20

15 and the device body M is automatically performed. While previously set pattern

data, etc. are set as operating data in the RAM of the controller 17 of the device

body M, they are recorded in a storage media (not shown) of the controller 17.

If the initial setting process (step 400) is finished, the real substrate 22 is

mounted in the substrate adsorption plate 4 (Fig. 1) and adsorbed thereto (step

20 500). In the process of mounting the substrate (step 500), the real substrate 22 is

returned to the top of the substrate adsorption plate 4 in the X-axis direction by

means of the substrate return conveyers 2a and 2b (Fig. 1), and the substrate

return conveyers 2a and 2b are lowered by means of an elevator (not shown).

Thus, the real substrate 22 is mounted in the substrate adsorption plate 4.

25 A substrate preliminary positioning process (step 1500) is then performed.



In this process, X and Y directions of the real substrate 22 are positioned by

means of a positioning chuck (not shown), in Fig. 1. Further, an image of a

positional mark of the real substrate 22 mounted in the substrate adsorption plate

4 is taken by the image recognition cameras 16a and 16b, and a centroid position

5 of the positional mark is then found through an image process, thereby detecting

a tilt in a 8 direction of the real substrate 22. The servomotor 24 (Fig. 3) is driven

based on the centroid position, thus correcting the tilt of the 6 direction.

The process proceeds to a pattern coating process (step 700). In this

process, a paste pattern coating patterning operation is carried out using data,

10 such as the vector data table MVDT (Fig. 8), which is stored in the RAM of the PC

body 20, the relative positional relationship table BPRPT (Fig. 11), and the relative

positional relationship table MPRPT (Fig. 12) in order to pattern numbers of paste

patterns, e.g., in order of the paste patterns P1, P2, P3 and P4. In this process,

the discharge outlet of the nozzle 13a is located at the coating start location of the

15 paste patterns 23a to 23h of the paste patterns P1, P2, P3 and P4 using the data of

the relative positional relationship table BPRPT and the relative positional

relationship table MPRPT. A coating height of the nozzle 13a is then set based on

the data of the coating condition of the vector data table MVDT. The setting of the

coating height is to allow a distance between the discharge outlet of the nozzle

20 13a and a surface of the real substrate 22 to become a thickness of coated paste.

Furthermore, the coating start location of the paste patterns 23a to 23h can

be set by modifying the position data of the relative positional relationship table

BPRPT using the data of the relative positional relationship table MPRPT. For

example, in the paste patterns 23a on the real substrate 22, assuming that the

25 positional coordinates of the points A1 in the base pattern BP1 are (xa1, ya1) as



shown in Fig. 9(a) (these are registered with the relative positional relationship

table BPRPT shown in Fig. 11 as the relative positions (Bx, By) for the number of

the base data BD1) and a starting point location for the relative position data (Px,

Py) for the pattern number P1 in the relative positional relationship table MPRPT

shown in Fig. 12, i.e., 9\ the starting point GBO for the real substrate 22 are (x1,

y1), the coating start locations of the paste patterns 23a on the real substrate 22

are (x1 +xa1, y1 +ya1). However, the modified data can be stored in the RAM of

the PC body 20, instead of the relative positional relationship table BPRPT and

the relative positional relationship table MPRPT, as the coating start positional

table, and the coating start locations of the paste patterns 23a to 23h can be set

based on the data of the coating start positional table.

If the above process is finished, the servomotors 8a, 8b and 10 (Fig. 1) are

driven based on the paste pattern data stored in the RAM of the microcomputer

17a (Fig. 2). Accordingly, in a state where the paste discharge outlet of the nozzle

13a is opposite to the real substrate 22, it moves in the X and Y direction

according to the paste pattern data. While some air pressure is applied to the

paste container box 13 from the positive pressure source 30 (Fig. 2), the paste

discharge outlet of the nozzle 13a begins discharging paste.

Further, simultaneously with pattering of the paste pattern, the

microcomputer 17a receives real data of a distance (a coating height) between the

paste discharge outlet of the nozzle 13a and a surface of the real substrate 22

from the telemeter part 14, measures undulation on the surface of the real

substrate 22, and then drives the servomotor 12 based on the measurement.

Thus, a paste pattern is coated and patterned so that the height of the nozzle 13a

from the real substrate 22 keeps constant.
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As such, the paste pattern is coated and patterned. Whether to finish the

coating and patterning operation of the paste pattern is determined depending

upon whether the coating point is the end of the paste pattern to be coated, which

is decided by the paste pattern data. If it is determined that the coating point is

5 not the end of the paste pattern, the process returns to the process of measuring

undulation on the surface of the real substrate 22. The paste coating operation is

repeatedly performed until the coating point reaches the coating end of the paste

pattern.

The coating operation of the paste pattern is performed on a n number of

10 the whole set paste pattern data. If the coating point reaches the end of the paste

pattern by means of paste pattern data of a last number n, the servomotor 12 is

driven to raise the nozzle 13a and the paste pattern coating process (step 700) is

then finished.

The process proceeds to a substrate exhaust process (step 800). In this

15 process, in Fig. 1 adsorption of the real substrate 22 to the substrate adsorption

plate 4 is released, and the substrate return conveyers 2a and 2b are raised and

then moved on the real substrate 22. In this state, the substrate is exhausted out

of the device body M by means of the substrate return conveyers 2a and 2b.

It is then determined whether the entire processes are finished (step 900).

20 In the case where paste patterns are coated on a plurality of real substrates using

paste pattern data, the process is repeatedly performed on other real substrates

22 beginning the substrate mounting process (step 500). After a series of these

processes are performed on all the real substrates 22, the work is then finished

(step 1000).

25 Further, in he embodiment, it has been described that the nozzle 13a is



moved and the substrate 22 is fixed. The present invention is not limited thereto,

but the nozzle can be fixed and the substrate can be moved.

Furthermore, in the embodiment, it has been described that paste pattern

data are set based on base data. However, data stored in an internal storage unit

5 such as a hard disk (not shown) or an external storage medium such as a floppy

disk of the PC body 20 can be read, the production is performed based on the

data for which registration is finished, data for which registration is finished are

modified and registered as new operating data again, the production is performed

using the data, data are newly written on the part of the device body M, and data

10 transmitted as production data can be modified. The data writing process can be

performed more efficiently by means of a method in which data are read from the

device body M, re-registered and reused.

Furthermore, in the event that coating is performed using a plurality of

nozzles, the same setting can be performed every nozzle.

15 Furthermore, in the embodiment, a case where the four paste patterns P1 to

P4 of the same shape are coated patterned on the same substrate 22, as shown in

Fig. 5, has been described. However, a plurality of paste patterns having the

same shape the other than one or four paste patterns can be coat and patterned.

Furthermore, in the embodiment, it has been described that the entire paste

20 patterns P1 to P4 to be patterned have the same shape. It is to be understood

that the present invention is not limited thereto, but paste patterns can have

different shapes. For example, in the case where the paste patterns P1 to P3 are

patterns having the same shape and the paste pattern P4 is a pattern having a

different shape from the paste patterns PI to P3, in Fig. 5, pattern data can be

25 written for the paste patterns P1 to P3 using the basis pattern BP, as described



above, and an additional paste pattern can be written for the paste pattern P4.

Even in this case, the pattern data are registered with the vector data table MVDT

shown in Fig. 8 (R>8). Further, for instance, in the event that the paste patterns P1

and P2 are patterns having the same shape and the paste pattern P3 and P4 are

5 patterns having the same shape although the shape of the paste pattern P1 and

P1 is different from that of the paste pattern P3 and P4 in Fig. 5, pattern data can

be written using the basis pattern BP, and then registered with the vector data

table MVDT.

1 0 [Effect of the Invention]

As described above, according to the present invention, data of a paste

pattern having a predetermined shape can be readily set.

[Description of Drawings]

15 Fig. 1 is a view showing the construction of a paste coating apparatus

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a view showing connection of an electrical system and an air

system of the embodiment shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the entire process of a paste coating

20 process of the embodiment shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a detailed example of a paste pattern data

setting process of Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 shows a detailed example of a paste pattern coated on the substrate

in the embodiment shown in Fig. 1.

25 Fig. 6 shows a detailed example of a basic pattern used in setting data of
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the paste pattern shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 shows a detailed example of a registration item table in setting data

of the paste pattern shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8 shows a detailed example of a vector data table of a paste pattern,

5 which is automatically set from the registration item table shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 shows a detailed example of a table of positional coordinate data

used to set base data of the basis pattern shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 10 shows a detailed example of a vector data table of individual base

patterns that constitute the basis pattern shown in Fig. 6, which is written on the

10 basis of data of the positional coordinate table shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 shows a detailed example of a relative positional relationship table

for setting the positional relationship of individual base patterns that constitute

the basis pattern shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 12 shows a detailed example of the relative positional relationship

15 table for setting the positional relationship on the substrate of the paste pattern

shown in Fig. 5, which consists of the basis pattern shown in Fig. 6.

[Explanation on Numerals]

4: Substrate adsorption plate

20 5: 9 -axis movement table

6a, 6b: X-axis movement table

7: Y-axis movement table

9: Z-axis movement table

13: Paste container box (syringe)

25 13a: Nozzle
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14: Telemeter

17: Controller

18: Monitor

19: Keyboard

20: PC body

22: Glass substrate

MDT: Registration item table

BDT1, BDT2: Positional coordinate data table

VDT1, VDT2: Vector data table

MVDT: Vector data table

BPRPT: Relative positional relationship table

MPRPT: Relative positional relationship table
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>

;Hat, l 2<i-t---K^-^. l 3\&9tmz/Xivtt
•th^-XhWm (y'jyy) . 14(±8Erat, 15
<i£ftfi, 16a. 16 bJ±B<8l2MI* ^ 5 . 1 7 iiM

fc, 18H*-?, 19»*Sf-*-h\ 20WS8ie«f
ggtmiw/ay*^ 2ia, 21 bit-y-r
Jk 2 2(i#7X««, 2 3»iT'jy^T'*)2».

[00 0 9] HSfcfctvt. 2?&l±K»i.. XffcfriSjt;:

M^T'Ai-O^Br|g^2O(0S«»BM3y'<.T2a, 2

b#Kl1-£>*l.Tfc*h ffl£2 25r0fficOH^*^#mi

«aSi*:3>"<T2a. 2bfc«fcoTilB&£iXT£*:S1£

[0010] £Mi l±Cl±, $ gM&rJi^r
2a. 2b«t0t>}'H!aT'Xtt(c^fi:K:X«i^K)T-7'/U
6a, 6btmVl>tl. C*tf>X«^»-r-7"/U6a.
6 bl3££*:*<& J: ^(cLTY^Ut—^U7*Wt
<s»*iTn&. d<0YW^»r-^U7«, XffiS^Uix-

77U6a, ebtCSftW^-^-^Sa. 8b<7)

IOS^jSIkOIIIIk (SEiSMs) izX 0 X(**|*|<c*¥fciR

[00 11] Y$ftglir-7>7±fc:<±. -t-^-^
1 0«0|gidlcJ:4^-;l/^t 1 l(Oimmzj:r>XYm
1ifilZ&m?& 7/U9 tfmft>tlX
ClOZia^S)x-^9t«, ^-x MKiftjli 1 3^82
IMH 4$r3^@SUc3^Sl 5frlltA.il, if-*'

1 2^ix^-XMR*ftMl 3^ggratl 4£

[0012] mrim 1 3(±. x-\*;«m

& 1 O^lgfcte, »£2 2ff>m&hit$i:E(r>tzthcr)m

Mm**y 1 6 a. 1 6b#±2nfij <Z$ldr|6j) £[6]

IfXWUf^tiX^i.
[ 0 0 1 3 ] 1 omizli. IMV-XZ-f 8
a. 8b. 10. 12*0*MHfrf-7VU5*WW-*

7*^ftf>iXTt>9, C<O$0aig?l 7»±^r-y^2 1 a

£*M.T :E-?18 J?>*-.-K-Kl 9. ;\'73>^:fls:2

Otlg^^ixTfe'). frfr^SlffllSSl 7-t-0£8#UI?>

tAOr-^i^r-sK-Kl 9*>4>A:*}£ix, @<If2J§

*^516a, 1 ebt^ifcBtfe^ffilSn 7T<?>Ja

Stfffla**-:? 1 8Tft^?*l.S.

[00 14] *-tf-K19fr£>A;fc£iT.Sffiffi

m^mf-9zat v \ ~>tdmtfw n 2 0&m
£3*1, ZWa>*ft2 0Tlt. ffi$fi*<<?-<0

^flcfr^ffiScoffi^^Sg^iU LTT'J ix? 2 3 TEH©]

[ 0 0 1 5 ] 0 2(i0 He* LfciBIWffi 1 7

-^MrartfSil 3cn£.%JZ<7)®W. *K2 2<DMIP$:^
-y ?mX'f>r>X . 1 3 ati^-X hIR&ffi 1 3<0

/X/l', 17atj70D3^-^ 17b(Jt-
?3y|-n-7. 17c 1. 17c2JiXl. X2$&K

1 7d(iY«|K5'f>'<, 17e(i0NP74
A, l7fliZHF5-fA. 17gl±r-*afi/<X.
1 7M±fl.8H ^-7i-X. 24li6>Gtf£i!j-r-7'

;P5 (SI ) HH»-f 2 5~2 9(ix
ya-y% 30«IE)IjS, 3 0a{±jE£V=¥3.U-^_
3 1{±SEM» 3 1al±IEU^il/-^, 32iiA/|,

ya.- y h X'S) *) . 0 1 fcttJ©*-*awwciiH-«p,J*'

[00 1 6] ^HtCfe^T. »l»gP17Ji, 7-f?D3
>-ti-^ 1 7a^-^3VhD-51 7b, X.

y. z. <9<7>#^H7'f a'i 7c i~i 7 f , mmsm
^7l6a, 16bT1#A.*lS«ifiHi^5:S)ia-r&ii

tfejaags i 7 i , ^f-.-K- h i 9%t't<7)tsx'm*HK

vt&HT:&otiib0)ft&M y^7i-A 1 7 hSrfijgL

TV^. ^rfc, »IffllgS17«S«^|3>"<>r2a, 2

b<7)!IgI!j$i]«£t>W-$-&A{ . CldT'li, la^S-^B&LT

[00 17] 7-f?D3yta-;i 7a{±, m

^-^3Vho-7 1 7bfr«i><0A*T-^5r<S*frr

&RAM, jW'f^-7i-X17h'5't-^Dyh
U-7 1 7 bfcx-^^Dfc 0^ft^aAJii7JS?^'

[00 18] #if-**-:?8a, 8b. 10. 12.
24tc«, Hie4Sr^aj-rSxya-^2 5~29^
tt^xfeo, -e<os?a3Jgms-x, y. z. 6>o#$sk
7^>»n'1 7 c 1-1 7 f izmLX&WfflWZ'ttiX^
h.

[00 19] ^^oayti-^^a^ROMtClS

(Otmyn-yafyUi. <&g\zZlX/*Va-/*to
2 0*>A>^-7'/U2 1 a£-ftLX%&?iZti>rsimX'

*vh7—7frt>l>%&-f&Zttf*I&X-frh. (BU
ZZX'li. *mmzTa?yAtfmmz.t>ti%^£o
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[00 20] mWL2 2\±. AEiS3 1*^»EUcaE

-tft-?8a, 8b, 1 0#*-jK-F1 9*>f>A^J

^T?-{?D3yha-^ 1 7 aORAMKl&ftSft.

t V \£f&£rsr- *tcgv >TIB£lI]$rf& .1 h ICX

hMtomi 3 coyX;H 3 a tf % SS2 2 1 Zffc^[6]{C

;H 3 aO£&2 20±S5KIP?T :$:E ( XY^S) TO

«K ?an>'t'jL-?17a#>K/i^7'i- y H3 2

^©iiS-rS^ttCtO. jBE^3 0*^IBEU^b-
* 3 .0 atA>/az h 3 2 1 £tfLT"v-X hTO
©13tcfil*^^E*?EnSDSix, Ziilzi.'O, SX;U

1 3 aOft^gKOttajP*'^-* htfttaiSft-CSIS

2 2±tc<-x h (oma<0A-^ -ytmtt&xh

.

[002 1] (01 ) OX, Y$3*
|b]/\c0^»+, ggfgftl 4*VX/H 3 aO^-X htt

HlPfc«R2 2tOH«at ) SrfHUL. -
<D$m&%iz-feiztmztL?> xotz. i

2*<ZttH7^ a'1 7 f tCt^T^Jffll^ilS.

[00 2 2] ^.-XhM^ff^^V^JS^®
T'(±, ? on yta-? 17 &tfJ<,)V?3--*/ h 3

2£SWr&.Ifc(cJ:»K ftEKaU-?3 1aS^
h 3 2 Sr^LTaEilS3 1 tfi^-X MRtt

fill 3fciI)IU yX;H 3 aO^-x hQiffina^g

tt{li^-Xh^^-^MR»«Sil 3rt«l#M^. d

*yTZ<r)SXjUl 3aOttajP£iS8iU i&*h.*«fe

mEi®3 1 Sr^-XMtZttiSl 3£jIjI

[0023] 03JiSltc^U/ilUE^SO^.-XhM

[0 0 24] RI3lCfcOT> ^-XM£ft1gKJ$
II£fti>;<73:>ofctt2 0omi®££A-r&i: (Xf7
ri o oK ^-x vw-yT-fWifcm.ZWnt
h (X-r-y7*200) .

[0025] Yt^-ytmffmnkt-thmwL

r-^I^XS (Xf7/200) T'J±. i-f

.

T-?tm) j$>$m&2 2<DimT-?. mm.22
izmziz<<-x h zmft-th t § ociossfi 2 2 fc y

IfiMZt:. mz. «JK5Si^$fcv^) fc/X/H
3 aA^CD^-X SttiiiMJr^S^-X MRJte 1 3

fcrtraraSftSEfi (iixSr^niE^tv^*5
. Z.<r>i%is

O^ffiE^^. ftfc. t)m^ffiE^i:V>7) fc^o

H 1 9 (11) frh'fstcbti. X-hZtitz?-
3 y#ft2 OrtORAMfcfSWSil.*.

[0026] @4{iC10'<.-X hvc^-y-f-^K^i
1(^X77200) O-afrffl^-r^o-^-h

SflO^-X 2 3 a~2 3 h(^-X HMfli

2rHS«2 2tCfif^a^S:05tSXoTSiBH-r&. ffl

U 4[!<0'<-XW^->'2 3a, 23c , 23e,
2 3 g«iJgtt, $ .. -mmUv^-yt'ft-)

ifc, ffe04iiO'<.-XhM-^-y2 3b. 23d, 2

3f . 2 3hil§M&tffc-ri,. ddtli, ^~
Xhn'^-y2 3 at 2 Sb^^LT^-Xh^'^
-yPl^^rt. <-XVJt?-V23 cfc2 3 d*<«
2r^rLT'<.-xhA-^-yP2 5:^rL. ^-XWV-
V 2 3 e t 2 3 f LT^-X

h

-V P 3

£

=5rU ^-Xhy^-y23gt23h3&«M$-^'UT^
-XM^-yP4$-^LT^-i>.
[0 0 27] t¥oT. C*l^-Xh/s*^->-Pl~P
4»il^-^ttSr^rL, -e-0*3ts^c^->-BPJi@6^

•tidtc^l.. c:oS*/^-vBPtt. ^
-Stf^TMttS 2110^-XA-^-yBP 1 , B P 2

TlS«$ilSt.OtLTfcO. ^-X/V-yBPlli
H5tfctt&'<-XhA-^-y2 3a, 23c. 2 3

e, 23gOS*^^-y. <-XA-^-yBP2«±H
5Ci3«tS'<.-XhA'^-y2 3b. 2 3d, 23 f,

2 3 hOS*/^-^t-i>^.
[0028] . S40^-Xr-^^XS (Xt^

•yr20 1 ) \i, 9®&<zm&t&'<-Zhrtf->P 1

~P4O06tC*1-S^'t^-yBPS:^L.
^^-yBPOf-^SS (A^J) Srff^rp tOTfc
6*v ^SS^^-yBPOx-^^^^^mi
fc, l9S(c»i. ^S#t±. HS«2 2fc:^Ufcv^-
x hn?-yP l ~P 4^oS^y^-v B P*t*>d»

-ypi~~P4. mei^jji-tzixhcom^^-yBP
kmnztht. ow-y&i tins«22o^fi-r5

y^-yp l-P404ffl-C*S*^. 4t-*0.
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A7-yBPl, BP2TJ>&fr£>. 2T'&§. fK?

ft <W%. !BSPo<Ift) r*->T. <ro<7h/uftU:

mfr*?->BP<D^-A/*?->BP l , BP2AK

gj(s:A7-yBPW~XA7-yBP 1 , BP2C^

aofflft*^. r/<-xf-^Sfi j <r>^9 b/MBWi

0:(fot, v-f ^onytTa-^ 1 7 a (02 ) tcj:

0. 13

8

ItZ^tX 9 btUT-fT-y^MV D

T

aPM frti^h^? V)Vt-9t-V^
MVDTI1 ^if^lf—7'/l/MD TOf-^l:So'l *

Sii^JSr-^MDTT'O r^->-ftj #4 .
r^

rtf-ym*8 ( =4X2) 8®£7)^h^x
-*^-^MVDTaWiMiS*t. ^^ttfO^-X
hW-i/Pl, P2, P3, P4tcSflOST^>il. £

WI^-*t-7/MVIVDT<031^ -^S*^'
vbpct)—1jcry<—AJ*f—yBP 1<7X—xf-

?BD1£. (Bl^S*/^-yBPcOffi^<-XM-
^->BP2^-Xx-^BD2^^H0^T^ix

VDT(i2STOT-^MDTW-Xf-
1 fc«lW-4 i>W£ 9 . ^Xf-^ BD 2£>

DTT'C0^-Xr~^§^2WtJWSt^l>

.

[00 30] h/Uf^r-TVUMVD

it:, m^-i-^-mr^m^^mi. w

[00 3 1]feLttf>J:?C. g£«nST-;OUMDT£

2T'^ffifiaB*r^>^^-Xh/\^-yP 1-P4CI
if^^-Xf-^^ (Xf7720 1 ) tffffrtl

jwfcJ^ ::til ^ft^-xh^-ypi

ft£>^-x hA7-yP l-P4<7)fS6l^-ri:

^^->BPmt£<-XT-?0^£ff&?

.

[0 03 2] «r<IT\ 06£ij^^^-yBPC;fc
V^T. G0£*4>BMU:U J%&G0lzm-h&<~*
A7-yBPl ( BP2^ffiS5&l^*f*S(B5^-
xhA7-yPl-P4^-tCfflS) <0&fta£.
^ilfe^fflA^IKJCfc:. AAl, A2, A3. A
8. j&Bl. B2, B3. B4k"f*. ttz. ^-Xh
fBSt***v B P 1 fcOWCIi, ftg
A 1 £*<D»ffiBB*&jSu ft§A8 Z*comi¥kT&t
U <-^^->-BP2(io^T(i. ftgBl
HmKmbjU. fil«B4**^W6»7jSk-r4.
[00 33] ^^S*A*-^yBP(7)f-^ C<—

X

li. G0£/Su5hLT/£Al--A8£An (x
an, y a n ) ^SOSStV. it:. ftSB 1—B 4 £
Bm(xbm. ybm) Ofira»T**B»B&*-*

flU H6<0»£\ n=l, 2.

8. m=l. 2, 3, 4T'J>i>. ZZTii. 06(C^
I*/\7-yBP^^Al-A8, B1-B4
OfilS^T-^«i:. Al (xal. yal) , A2
(xa2, ya2) , A3 (xa3,ya3) ,

,

A8(xa8 t ya8),ABl (xbl. ybl),
B2(xb2. yb2) . B3 (xb3.yb3) . B

4 (xb4,yb4) t^th.

[00 34] w-ytfimx'hti\i. qsssbl
n. m£ti^LTt*<a\ 'l-AW-ynW&im*

[0035] frfrZ{sLWmmT-?tt**&A 1 -A
8. jSBI— B4fc*fJEftttT, ^Vny*«c2 0 (M
1 ) (Crt^±l2RAM^ttTV^fiigSgx--^T
-^BDT(cS^^ix^ <*1«>S£¥R> . 09ii

T. RI3 ( a) (i^-xy^-yBP lcoffigJ^^r-

^f-7^BDTl^. |^i(b)li<-XA7-yB
P2c0figSmT-^ir-y^BDT25:*^^LTV^
h.

[0036] mjmAZ'^-x^-twL'faM (x

tvT20 1 ) w^Jaa^T-r^k.
\-XA7-yBPi, BP2^*SS^ (tl

^-Tct dtcfi>ffl»^^ N/l^fiZS (Xf7T20
2) (CjtO.

[00 37] S*^^->BPii. @6^-fJ:3(C.
©IfcSkLfc^-x^-yBPl. BP2Tm)L
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f-^f-^BDTOf-^tSdiT.
yb pcomtt*^? YMz^mfhiMtfZffym^
VlVSmiM. {XfvV'20 2 ) Z'hZ. WF. ZCOJL

[0038106 iZiii-?K-XS<-7->B P 1 ff)(S.m.A

1-A2S, A2-A3(SI. <DH#(C#LTI£5g-f

S*C?WWC**U tOmtZKf WMS^a 1 . a 2,

an-1 UiU06<7)i§^ n = 8)£|££U
09 (a) t^L^eSJi^T-^x-y^BDT 1(7)

SHOBBi) <0X«K(6]C0fi£^ ( xj&») AxitYi
;fr|6K0Jfc»- (yl&fr) Ay i ((IU 1-1. 2.-

n-1 ) -flifcLT, A1-A2SO
h/HS4Hi.

Axl=xa2-xal Ayl=ya2-yal

Ti#^>tl&^ hJU&^a i ftc^X? h/W&fr (Ax
i. Ayi)li. 010 (a) lzfsdni0%<7 YlUr
-?T-y/UVDT 1 tzmkZtlh.

[0 0 39] HtttcLT, meizifrf^-z'-it-yB
P2(-OV^Tt. {igBl-B2H. B2-B3S. -
<D&ttlZttLxm&t&*?bMzftU zomz't.

fhfrttbl. b2. bm-1 ({IU 06?tf§

m = 4 ) £t£5£U 09 ( b ) (C^L^gSSx
-^x-7,

^BDT2coagJlST-^S:ttlc >

h^l M4FI*(C. NWfcfrA x j . A y j

«fiU j = 1 . 2 . m- 1 ) Z<DX

?KLT, '<.-X/^-yBP2tZttLX'&t>tlh'<9

hJl<##b j m>^9 WHftft ( A x j , A y j Mi.
H10 (b) iC^-ti^K? h/Ux-^x-TVUVD
T2tgS?ft&.
[0040] feUh**04 -W>«tf h/I^Ig (

X

T-/T2 0 2 ) <93?UITJ>Sa\ fiLtOJ:o^-Xf
-^(r>w^mm^Ltzt^t^m&ifW[>ixh (x

t?t2 0 3). zvvmit. muzTikLtzmmmT
-77HMDTcOx-^C^ViX SmtfHzfitcbtlZ,

.

ED*). Cl«fif?f-7/UMD TT-i± s IX-X-?*-

tf2t%->X\^h<nT. 01OfcSrfJ:-3lc, 2

^ii(b<7)-^-<7) r^-xx-^S-tl j fc:*f-f6
^h;Ur-^T—ryUVDTl (01 0(a)) "C<.

ix? Wi*j = 7(c&ofc*>sa\ ffcfrw tal

-^r-^S^2 j tctt-f WUx-^r-T/l'V
dti (Hio(b)) x<9 viv&tfmmmT-?

ir&pimtti. zii^zmvftzffi&Ltzm&ui.

<-XT-^?0)$M1)i&r

TLt:tWfcthtf. <-xf
cr>W& (Xf«/72 0 1 ) T'A^J-rS^-^x-^

-7/UVDT1. 2cD^-?hj)*X'Zil$:m8.LZ\^-£

tfcL <-XT-?0^#T'#&ufcLTXxv72
0 lfcii&. C<0^(cii. m6T*?£o%m*'*f
-yBPX-n&Wm^-fZ^-XT-ft LXXf)
LEU HlX09t^f«to^SSmr-^f—y/U

BDT£&fethZtiZ%&.
[0 04 1] &*5. 04T'ti. <-^^-yBPl

,

B P 2mzmiZ&LkcOX7-?T2 0 1 ~2 0 3<wm£
'<T%\.\ ffi^T. <-x>»^-y<7)m(ip*>. 2(1)

mL^®mdVfrfrZX'r-/T2 0 1-2 0 3*^0
jg?ixl)Ct(c5-0, #^-^^-yBP 1 . BP2
&<ZXf -vy 2 0 3 TO^-Xr-:?<0®lii&T<7>5ifg

T^-^f-^^Ig (X-r-y7"2 0 1 ) <9*aJI£fr

Sr-oT. £Te^-;*./-?*

-

ycrt&W.mmf-

9

f-^BDT«L. fcwc. S-GlSJ^t-^x
-f)VBDTSC^f772 0 2<7)tm£'ti%'>X'<7

-T&«t3(ctTi>J;^. Zcom^izii. £XC0«.-X><

(0042) tJt. 01 OtC^-f^ h;Ur-^T—

7

;UVDTIi09{C^U^ffim^^T-^x-7yl'B DT

BPO^-^y^-^A^^^lco^T^^
1:*^. iflS^h/Ur-^r-T'/l'VDTl. VD
T2±X'mm*3jLxm&x'$?>%t>if. *otxi>x

[0043] zmoizLx. <-XT-?mmi-m
ISXg Ufv720 3) T&f^T-tSt. /N-V3V20
cORAMfcJi, ^-X/^-veDdm^L^fflSt^
? h;Ur-^f—7Ji'VDTtf%miiX\->hZt<lz%
htfi. ZV&msTifimiZlxh t b <7 h^x
-^x-7;UVDTl<0«^^ YrtsfSft

(Ax i . Ay i ) 5tt:aBflL3t«t3fc:. ^ftfflg

$^TMS08(c^rrJ: 3W-yf-? P 1O^-
XT-^BD ltSttS^ WU^-?t-7;UMVD

*(Axi. Ayi)«(^-XM^-yP2, P

3. P4cO'<-Xt-^BD ltC^tr?,^ YjUt-9
x-7"rt'MVDTtcSi&&&£;h.£. HmtLT.
h/Pr-^r-7'^VDT2<0#<^ Ylls$^cr><7 Y

MMt ( A x j , A y j ) tf^ "fibmMZtlX^£08
(Cijrfj: d^9~yf-9 P 1 «<-xf-^ B D 2
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Ay j ) #fl!l<^.-.Xb>'C?-yP2. P3, P4<7X
-Xf-9 B D 2 Hl^f-^-f-TVUWV

1. P2, P3. P4<0^-Xt-^BD lK^-fS^

-7VUVDT 1 CO#^.^ h/US-f-cO^^ h/Hfcft ( A x

1 . Ay i ) tftSJASiu 1-XhW—>P 1 , P

2, P3, P4<7)<-XT~?BD2l,zm-h<? bJ\s

VDT2<7>&<9 bH-ft^WK? bMBtit (Ax j . A
y j ) tmttlZ1XhZt\Z%h.
[0044] *7ts ZtlttLliZ^ JfcKA^IfcgLfcn

?-yPl<DBDl lc*«-&'<.^ MUr-*f—r/HVI

tiT-flt. ffi<0^ h;kr-^f-7/UMVDTtf>:£

*-f-77HVlVDTC Etri-^cO^r^^fr
(Of-**{*S^§ixS .1 fc .

[0 04 5] Srfc. S5^'t«-^-Xh>'N'^-y2 3

a~2 3hT'(i. -?-<OlBSOttS. EP*>. a-* (S
^y\'^-yBP-C<0<2SA2~A7, B2, B3t*tf5

-i-tfft t>MZtct < . Z cOSB^T'OyX/U

1

3atS«2 2fc(7)ffl«fiS^(tA{»£>MC^S. BP

*> K '<.-Xh>'\
,^-y2 3a-2 3hT'C0*1*»S3—

^

£[fil±S-ii-*tfa\ ill&K.fcS's.-xh^-y^tf

[0046] —

#

% H6fc^-fS*^5^-yBPmB
&OX-frL>%h i>Ot LXH *) . 2 2T'HI£tcM

Tfrlffl-r!.^-* 3 a~2 3 h<03—«:

K/l^-?x-:^MVDTfc:^^6i,<9T'*>
•5. ZiXlZ&L zcry<*9 hlUT-97—y/^MVDT

lZ*.XYW-V2 3 a~2 3 h Sr

Jl*)^ j*Vay*#20tf&<? biW)xf8.W$-yf$.#

[0047] &±(o®mtf%2iit:&. dwxm. bp

yiv-Tf—tw&m u-f -/7'204) izm

tt.

[0 0 4 8] ZZX\ m5X'0y<-XW-VP 1£
IM-f6'<--Xh'<:?-y2 3a, 2 3b#lO<7>*Ol'

-7 (#) £&-rt^t u Hait. ^-*wt*-y
P2£fl§fi£-n»^-XWC?-y23c. 23d#. ^

-X b -yP 3 £fl§<£-f&^-;*. b y 2 3

e , 2 3 f ^-X K/t*-V P 4 5rf«£-fI-'*-*

h/\'^-y23g. 23h#*<5r l-o<7)7i\r-TZ%-t

tOfc-fS. ^1^-7"t-^|^XS (X-f </72 0

4)tt. Ztlh^Ar-rZK-t'l-Z.h'S?
mS&ZTF-fT—f (BP<=>, ^-T^f-? ) ZBfct

[0049] m^-xh/^-vp l—P4tcstr

-yBPWC-XK?-yBPl, BP2(CRILTS

BP20[4Sg3^5:^-r^-7-f;-5'tU-C«. 116

5r#gS-f& t „ g#^?-yB POJguSGOtCft-ra^
-^-VBPl, BP2W$SS (l5(CSt^-
x w<*-v«iMiratti£te«3> (mnmsmx-m.

[0050] ^-rf-^^IS (Xf772 o
4 ) li. A^^fflWCtSK^Jr^-rx-^SrA^iS^-r
Z^X'hO. ZtltfAllZtlZt. <k(D7/l<-7T-

^miXfi (Xf-/7205) izti^X. /tya^ft
2O<ORAM(cK^$iiT^S01 lClTjrfid$rffi*f

[igra^T-^B P RPTKSISiSft?,.

[0051 ] d^T% .TOffi#<MI5t!<S-f-7Vl'B P R
PTT'tt. K-Xf-^SfBDl j <SI260S*t

B PT'0'<.-^'C^->'B P 1 Z&ht
^•'fflWfflSj Bx. By{i^*06T'<OJ@u5iG

O^ib^-X/^-yBP l^ifeSSgA 1 4-COffiSiOx

y&Lft m->x. mftwrnm ^h-r^x-
hh. nWZ\^X. '"<_xt-?§^'BD2 j liH6
«T)S*x-^ b Px-<r>K-x/^-yn p 2 5^-rt>
(DX'hiX. *<7> rffiSffifflt j Bx. By(i**E6T
OJKjSGO*>f<.-X/^-yB P 2^telgB 1 4T<7)

t1jff)X-f>h.

[005 2] £fz, K-xf-^ffBDlj<orffl
Wmj Bx. ByJi. 05tI^-rSS«2 2tJDV»

^-Ahw-ypi, P2. P3. P4St.

m%imhLX^h. frfrl rffiM^gj Bx.
By{i, ^.-xb^-yp lteoivtli. -eo4"C^
S(xl. y 1 ) t^-Xb/^-y23a<7immttk
£±<0f§kDfm.<7>xl$.ft. yf8&t*$kto-rt t t>tc. ^
-X h/\'^-yP 2lCOV>T«. -5-<0«H>fiiS ( x 2

.

y2) f<-Ab'if-y23c<?)m(Smtii&t<D®(?)
EM<0x^. yfig^S:. ^-x h^-yp 3(cou
TJi. 'f-<043'C^ ( x 3 . y 3 ) t^.-X bW-y
23e<m^te&t<rM<7mm.<?>xWLft. y&ft*.
^-xh/^-yP4t:o^TJi. -e^tp^fig (

x

4. y4) fc^-Xh^->-2 3g<7)^ni^^i:<7)

H?)!E^>xj£»-. y Si?LT

.
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[00 53] mmtZLX. >''<-Xfr-?S^BD2j
to rfflttftgj Bx, Byti. ^-Xh/^-yPiK
O^TIi. -f-tfxMXig ( x 1 , y 1 ) fc^-^h/^
-> 2 3 bW^ii^^t OIHOEfiiO xjfc^ y^
£H*>-ffciifc:. ^.-xb^f-yp 2{co^x(i.

W't€t(x2, y2) f<-XhA^-y2 3cl

h^-yP3(Iov^TJi. Cx3. y
3 ) 3 f O^^J&*t<7)S<7)SE
StOxfifcfr, yj£#2\ ^-Zh'*?-yP4lz^T
it. -£<7)4"l>{£g (x4, y4) fr<.—XW->2
3 h<OM^^^tOS<7)8Eg|Oxfi£^-, yj£#£j*;/?

[0054] t>>frZ7n>-TT-fcr)mW$£Tltcfr
^Mt. ffl*t&SJ8&-f-7>BPRPT (Hi 1 ) (0

^-Xf-mBD 1 , 2StSfi*^fcit^*>g

•S. Hen^-rS^^-^BPco^, SSI^St-
7VHWDTO «X-Xt-***j U2-?ft**>6. ffl*f

{aSM^r-^B P RPTT'20<0?';l^7,T-^^

*O^-;v\"?->'$fc;VT-:'7*2 04. 2 0 5<0J!ia

[0055] JiLhO^U-rT-^S^IS^T-ri.
^^-y-r-^R^IS (Xxv 7*207) tcS

tt. c\hM%W&2 2±.X'<r>^<-x hw-yp l

.

P2, P3, P4<om^mm^rrhhcoTS>^x.
zcoitLwmmtmm.2 2<7>mt&<-xbw-y
PI. P2, P3. P4<04"C^§tcOffl^fiW^T-

[0 0 561^-yr-^SSlS (Xxv7*2 0

7 ) at. a>a>sfflJtffiSH<M^-f-f-? (A^-^-f

tiit. vw-yf-fEmM (xf772o
8) ;\'y3y#ft2 0eORAM(cg££;h.T

o&h 1 2t*^rx ?^mnmm^'f-y^M p r p

[00 57] zzx\ zwmttimmmr—yii'M

p

r
PTT'Ji, ry^-^S^-Pl. P2. P3. P4j(i
S5T'iO^-XH^-yP 1 , P2. P3. P4tl"l

x. Py(i^H5T-cOHS*SiOI5^SBO (^OJ^ti

(0. 0) fc-fS) H^h^-yPl.
P2. P3. P4<9«M>&^ (xl, y 1) , (x2,

y2), (x3. y3). ( x4. y4 ) ST'<08EflO

xj£#. ye(«ot. ffi#GMK&) *mb1-i,ff>

[0058] ^ns-y^-^mmiJLU (Xfr
7-20 9) li. frfr&rtS-yT-fvmW-gJLfz
fr&Mt. fflHMSSf-^MPRPT (012)
ff)/W-y&^Pl, P2. P3. P4^C>'^->'t

7C^-tgli¥^x-7/HVIDTO fV^-y&j
-^^vcwssix*. %m<.2 2izwjfimm?h'<

—xb;*9—yfi<m5<,z^i-4MtO'<—?. b'*?-yp
1. P2. P3, P4W)i§£. gfJ^x-7/HVID

7/HW P R PTX-4~?<?»*?-y :r-?tf!g.$iZtlh

-^T-^iS^^TL-r^^v^OtfO^-X b>*f-
y^hm^izit. fri>>m f)<7)mtfi/*?-yizHt&

/*?-yT-?<7)W&, m&'irKc Z^-x
vw-ymzxfvT2 0 7, 20 s<r>9mtfm*)m

[00 5 9].fclL<9«]:d£LT. ±X<r>*<—Xbrt?-
y\,zr>wx<r»V-yT—?<m.%., £fi*{&TT& i
(Xf77209) . S^f-^f^XM»Ii
{XfyT2 10) (eg*. VN'y3>-*fls2 0<ORAM
fcSHiL^±ie^#f—7;Ut0r-? £ . iKEloae^

sot** hxf< ^xm^riri^T^x hf-^ t l

[0060] jfefc. £r-?x*X hSfilS (Af«/
7*2 10) Tli. COidtCx^Xhx-^fcUTft^
"f&BirK. nhtUi^ b/UT-^T-fJUMVDT
( las ) ^ffi*t(asra*f—7*^ B P R PT (0

1

1 ) . MPRPT (012) £*:-?18 (Hi ) X'B.

TKZit. zi\t><7)%§iift®zmm.-th£oi,z-tz>zttf

X'tz. zffo^. mm. mfeffy^-xv/if-yirz

owe. ^cr,ssmm win. ?—i-<7rt-mr*?mff>

-^-Fl 9 (El ) T-@f3fc-f&T-?£A7rf&.r

[006 1] tiZ* XT-vr2Q3. 206. 2 0 9S

Sr^^lST'^?*. mA.O^P'ig^fillST^
S J: o \,z-t& tthiz. df-*'- H 1 9 5rSf^

ZthX'ZZ.
[0062] &±cr)£ oizLX. ft^tlfz^-X

-y^T-ftr-f^-xt Lxm^zmmx-Zh
m\ K-XT-ftffiE-thzuzSit). tex-x
f—9£®m-th$.X<ry^-x Y)*9-y<r>B#*?m<ci

3kfti-&LX$3z-?hZi:tfX'ZZL. Wfcco^-X
bJW-yizttLX<7>*$3i$:fr%omiilzi±. ^-x
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<0^-Xh/\^-yOT-?£St,S£T'<f>£>.
[00 6 31 -f-LT. i J; 3tc, jltE-f-:?£A-y n

y^flc 2 0<ORA M t JJ1<7)ieig««cfc tH^tieiSLT
a<ztizx sa*»Mo«s ( ffjt+^ss*

)

fiJttSU HSL^rir^-y hV-^fcrt-LT, ^-X

[00 64] ifc,. 7a/e-T-f^^=5:i:«0ieii«f*

fffMMtai* aUflWfr^-Fro-fe-y-WXfc; CAD
77'ii^-v-3yjmffs:Tr'j^-^3y, f—9<

X'th.

[0 0 6 5] 03fcfcWt, \2±<r>'<-XW-VT
-missis (xf-/72 o o ) wmi-th

t

.

hm^mzmm^tix^tL (x-f yr3 o o )

.

SBI&gaWrSftS (XT7/40 0).
[0066] Z<7)®im&lM (Af774 0 0 ) T
fiil(CtiUT.t-.t:W8a, 8b, 1 OS-IE

&mz-ex?m<?)mmQ.mz&.mm>L. /x/n3a

[00673 ttZ. rtV3>&&2 0t3m&ftMtO
mnm^T-mm^sm^Bmx^T^hix. 5fcci££L

ssi 7ft<m*L&-<is.mmMzim&'g2ixs>.
[0068] VXk<rM$mfcTM (Xx-xT4 00)*'

frrrsfc. mm2tm^mm4 mi ) iz%®
ZtlX®.m&mtl& (X-f yT500) . cossns
SIS (X-r-y7*500) Tli. afiamiH3y<T2
a. 2b (01) fcioTHS«2 2#X*ll#|SjfcglS

©££4cO±#£Tl8i*$ft, 0*U5rV%#|$*K£J:
oTC:ftf>««IISjll3>"<r2a. 2bS-m$-fr«.Cl

t iz «t o . sis«2 2*5»giaits4 tc^asits

.

[0069] iJCt. S«iHi(2g«W)IS (Xr-x7'6

00) tfff&fcilS. CKOIST'ti. ilKfcUt. 0

m iz&mztitz%wsL2 2 (0{fLwm>m-7-tzmm
gl*^7l6a, 16b*ti^L. <rft*>{ig&tf)ffl

cnm-b&mtmwmx-gth htix 2 20

4 (03) tmhztix. zoeytfiwrnzhmiEZix

[0070] '*?-ymiXm 0

0) (CffO. ^^-VSflC^K^?-^, w
*tt\ *<-Xh^9->P 1 . P2, P3. P4C0J1

fc. A*y3>*«c2 0<0RAM(c:|gtt$ixTV^'<.^ h

zi'T-

?

t—t*/umv dt (08) . fflWfigng^x-
t>bprpt (01 1 )

.

RPT (012) ^<0r-^5rfflV^. ^-Xh>^

b p r pt tmomm^T-?
;UMPRPTh<0r— ^SrfflV^T. 1—XbW—yP
1, P2, P3. P4cV<-XW-y23a-23
hcoM?fi^ftS^gfc:yX;H 3 a<*)t£iBp#ftgftit^

;b*l&. .I<»5*£*5£S0DiS5i3i. yX/H 3 a^ttajp
*^H2«2 2e^H^T-OSE^m^tlS^-X h

<r>&Mzt£hX o lz-r& i,OfJ> &

.

[0071]$rfc, ^-XW-y23a-23h<0
^fljra!^g«. ffl#ttg|$fljx-7>B P R P TOft
BT-^^ffiWfitglll^f—7>M P RPT<0f—9X'
1£JELX&fe2tL2>l><r)X'f>&. MUi. H2tf2 2Jb

X'<n^-X N^-y2 3 ate. ^-XA7->BP 1

Oj&£Al<7)ftjBg«£, 09 (a) tC^-tidtC.
(xa 1. ya 1 ) tL (Ztltf. 01 1 KijrfliWft

llSif P RPTCC-Xf-^tfB D 1

C

2tf6ffl*K4g (Bx, By) t LXm^ZilX^
h ) . 0 1 2 t^-tfflWfi[gra^x-X/HWPRPTt
^^-yS^Pititrsffl^figx-^ (Px. p

y) . EP*>, 3l^2 2cOJl*GBOlCJtrSJ^i^g
2: ( x 1 . y 1 ) fc-fSfc . HS«2 2±T'<^-X h
A7-y2 3 *<m&w&<smi..
(xl+xal, yl+yal)
fc-TS. L*»U •rfi^Wfisra^r-X/UBPRP
T . ffl«fig^®r-X/UM P R PTcWth 0 (=

.

S«jEUcT-^Sr^raJ&ttgf—X;Wt UT^V 3
y*{*2 0<T)RAM(C<gttU. &^-Xh'1?-y23
a~2 3 h O^ffi^jiSfig^^<7)^ff^te(2gT-
<0f-?icl^^T^^fl. J: d tc IX t J: n.

[0072] &±<mm&&-r-rh t . v-r ^ d
3yta-^l 7a (02) ORAMtCl&ft^^TV^
^-X h/N'^-yT-^lCS-^V^T-f-^-^ 8 a

.

8b. io (01 ) vm&zix. ztiizxo. sxjui
3 a^-x hotmotf. mms. 2 2 l&rb
T\ ^O^-Xh/^-yr-^tClEfCX, Y^|fi](c

^Srrstttt:, JEKM30 (02) *»t,^-xMR
tt© 1 3iz^t^^S^ma^ tlX /X;H3a<V<
-x hotajp*>^-x htfiotsa Lj&fts

.
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[0073] ttz. i)&Z>'<.-xb'*?-y?>mWt b

fcfc. -7A faayVj,-? 17 aliSg&fti 4*>*>y

X/H 3a<0^-XM»tajafcll«S2 2<7)g®t^
<D8BI (MfljBS ) <9§ia5T-:?£A;fJ L?H««2 2

<r>$m<n>oM*m%L. zemfemzftixv-x*

<D/X/H 3atf>t«S§$**-5g£&&«J: oOfftSti

[00 74 J Z<7)i. olzLX. h>N*^- VtO^ffi

frt'5i)*>m£J:-,TVi£Zti. mt%X'%

Jtixtf. mvmfc22V>fkm<r)oh*)M%!>m£m

[0075) ^h^-xh^f-y^m^mmiW^.

**.-x v^~y<m^zmth t . 1

2

SrlEiSLT/XyH 3a Sr_t# $-t2\ .TO^-XhA*
->^IS(^x-yr7 0 0) £&7$-e&.
[0076] mz. IRili)Ii (Xf778 0 0 ) lz

mtt. z<oxmx'i±. muza^x. &££2 2a£«
©^£4^c0l»i£a*j|f|fc$;h., S«SBS3>"<T2a,
2b£±|^tfT^flfc:2lglg2 2?:*M8;Sih *o«
mx-znmmm?y<r 2a, 2 b izx imw&m

[ 0 0 7 7 ] * lx. v±<7>£xmtmT uzt^frw
jrri. Ut-/X9oo) . a^osewsfcHt'i-

J5iJO§^2 2K*tLTg«a§Sa:8 <x

f-yrsoo) frbm&mmztiz. *lx. ±x
<r)$mw.2 2 iz^xfrfr&-&cty}.mt>m7t& t .

fl3ft*<£Ti&7 (XfvTl 000) fc#S.

[ 0 0 7 8 J <rcD3»®T1i. yX/P 1 3 a#
^Tlftt LTSS2 2£@£fc L£A{

. #89!li^ftK|58

&t><0T'«^r<, yX^2:@^LTS«2 25r^tt$-a-

[0079] ttz. ZvmfaBBX'li. "<-x

^r- ?<rm5£kk-Xt-ffrbim L/C vvs ft2:^

U:#. /tyn y#ft 2 0 rtO^- Ft •< x?£i'?)0

r-fz&iEL. mffimT—rtLxmmti. ztx

zm^x&msm'fr* ?zt. mg*t*M®x'Sitziz

m.+z>zt*. , &mT-?tLx&mLtzT~?z

m*-tiiLx*<OT-i>zn%n. mimtzzt't^

[0080] ttz. mL^/x^x-m^fr^o^iz

[0081 ] tfz. z<?>m$mmx't±. msiz^tx?
i§i-£®2 2±(^4mnm-m&^-xw-

>P i~P4£M#ffiS-tS^&W(;:U:AV HIS
li4mMwmmnn-m&^-x v jw->z

MH>tn®-?l*B&i>m&X'$>&c\ tit^o *Ti$rv\
[ 0 0 8 2 3 CLOjatWB-Ctt, faB-f*£T<0
^-Xh^-^P 1 ~P4*^T^<|p|-®tt^N^

BVizz-ttcox'bixi*^. mm. msiza^
X. ^-x hW-yp i~P 3tm-ffltw—>
X'fr-iX. *<-xhrti>-yP4WZtit>tim%2>B
#co/<?-yX'h&i$>-$rlzi±. zti^-x hW-y
pi~P3tov^T. m*w-yBPzm\\x. ±ie

P4icoivcn, tm^-x vw-yzmmhXo
CLTtJ:^. dco^-g-t, Zixtyn-S'-yT-mm
8tz?F?<7 h/lsT—

9

t—X;PMV DTlcSH^S J:

-ypi, P2tfm-B#<w?-yx'h t). Ztitlt

Bfttfrnftbtf* ^-X(-A7-yP3, P4tl«I—

^

PSrffli'V Jje^i^^LTA-^-yT-^Sr^L.
I^t^? Vftrr-fT-X/HMVDTtcg^-rSi die

[0083

]

S.

[0SOfSm^SJHB]

[01 J J: h^-x Ymfttefry-mfflmZyn

m$mx-hh.
(S2 ] m i ^Uc^js^soigs^^fc^s^

ta 3 j la i iztpbtzmmmnt.-x bmnmcD-z
is$-^-r7d— hvhz .

[04] 03(cfettS^-xW\-^-yr-^^gig

[05 j 0 1 ^LtzmmmTmiRizm^i-h^-x
b'<?-y<r>-&wm£7fit®?$> h

.

[06] m5lZ7f;ltz'<.-Xb'*?-y<7):r—?B&iz
m^hm**?-y<r>-mm*7f?mx-hh.
[07] msiZTHLtzi-xbrtf-yvT-f&felz
mz&Z9%T-7Jl><r>-mmt:yrrr®X-hh.
[08 3 07tC^rrgft»«r-X/U*^et!)g^§*l
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[ii9 ) meizmitimvtf-yvx-XT—r&m
<r>tc>t> cfflvASSIST- ?<Df—//K7>-ftft0!l£r

[HI 0] H9tc^L^MS®r-7'^-r-^2:S

(si i ] m6iz*Ltzm*JV-yz®f$.-t&®m^

5 e$m®7—7n'

6 a. 6 b Xtt^Sftr-T'/U

7 YSS&SSr-TVP

9 Ztt^fSr-^
13 ^-xMKtt® (x'jyx)

13a /X/U

14 SgStt

17
18
1 9

20
22
MDT
BDT1.BDT2 {5®S&r-:5' ;r-X;l'

VDT1, VDT2 <7 \-)\>T—?7—~f>V

MVDT <9V)Vt-9t-V)V
bprpt m&wm&T—r^
mprpt fflt®mmm-7)v

mi ] [02]

[061

BP!
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[03] [041 tH7]

TOO

200

300

400

5O0

600

a » a
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ft

1 7
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CHI 1]

* * Bx By

BO 1

BD2

23b-

23f<

[05]

jx, y)

P3U y)

23d 23c 2Z

P2(x.y)
<«z. y»

)

<2 SBO
"1 (0.0)

X
4t/

P4(x. y)

23h 23B

fp/<»-!/y—» : P2.BD2

[012]

* # Px Py

P 1

P2

P3

P4

3—f _ _—£ I g« I Eft I

r

as ft * *

•V
•2

-n-2
•n—
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[09] [010]

(a)
BOT1

(b)
BOT2

<4 S x&tt

jSIAI xa1 ya1 6B1 xbl yfal

A2 xa2 ya2 B2 Kb2 yb2

I—
Bm. ybm

(a)
VOT1

al Ay1 =ya2—ya1

62 Ax2=xa3-xa2 " Ay2=ya3—y»2

i

on — 2 Axn_a =xa„_,-x« f,^t Ayn_z =ya„_ 1
—ya„_,

on-, Axn_,=xa n Ayn_,=ya0 -y»„_,

»^
bl Ax1=xb2-xb1 Ayl =yb2—ybl

b2 Ax2=xb3-xb2 Ay2=yb3-yb2

bm—

2

Axm-t -xb^-x —rfJ«_i Aym_2=ybm_, -yb^j

bm_ 1 Aym_,=yb„ -yb„.t

F?-A(##) 2H025 AAOO EA04

4D075 AC71 AC93 DC21

4F041 AA06 AB01 BA21


